DATES AT-A-GLANCE:

Friday, February 2nd
School Visit Day for program kids and parents

Monday, February 19th
Family Day

Thursdays (am/pm)
Jasper the dog visits

Wednesday, February 21st
Fieldtrip to Telus World of Science (am/pm classes combined)

CHEEP INFORMATION FOR THE MONTH OF:
FEBRUARY 2018

THEME: COMMUNITY HELPERS

STORIES OF THE MONTH:

1. “Mr. Cookie Baker” by Monica Wellington (read by Claire)
2. “Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do” by Kathryn Heling and Deboarah Hembrook (read by Val)
3. “Going on an Airplane”, by Jamie Maschmeyer (read by Claire)
4. “Rocket Countdown” by Nick Sharratt (read by Val)

DRAMATIC PLAY: Throughout the 4 weeks of February we will be setting up a gross motor play area, a bakery, a fire and police station, a mini-gym, a post office, a flower shop, an airport and a space station

FINE MOTOR FOCUS: Crossing midline and tactile sensory input (paper mache, wet soil, playdough, etc.)

GROSS MOTOR FOCUS: Core strength and balance.

OTHER CENTRES: We have an assortment of puzzles for different skill levels, various games and a focus on geometric shapes at our playdough centre. We also have a post office and letter/card making station where children are engaged in literacy exploration.

OTHER NEWS:
Our student, Claire will be finished her placement the first week of March. She has read two of our stories this month and will lead our cooking project during the last week.